
 

 

Sky High 
music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 

© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 
 
I could look my whole life through         
To find some meaning in you 
But there’s nothing more to see 
Other than your love for me, that’s true 
 
That’s true . . . 
 
Sky High 
This time 
No chains 
I’m fine 
Friends by day 
Hold you at night  
Only You 
For the best time 
Sky high 
This time 
Love Won     
 
Stumbling through my choice of pain 
Never could escape the blame I felt 
You and I we never met 
until I woke up from the dead myself 
 
CH 
 
Once there was a lonely man 
Who watched the birds in flight 
Sat in the desert for a hundred years  
until he taught himself to fly  
and found you. . .sky high 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Rules of the Road 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 
© 1990 Marksland ASCAP 

 
I remember rebel kind of eyes  
and how you'd take the challenge on and win.  
You whispered me promises.  
I never trusted much back then. 

Many years a thousand miles away  
I can see that all we did was hide.  
If love's a treasure map  
we tried to read between the lines. 

Some just take what they have and see what's before their eyes.  
Some are haunted by time and every wish that passes by.  
Well I'm tired of the fight, I've just got to let things go  
and I'm hoping I can find my peace with the rules of the road. 

I think of you whenever I think back  
and it's clear to me now I put myself here.  
I see I made you leave me,  
I left way before you did. 

Some just take what they have and see what's before their eyes.  
Some are haunted by time and every wish that passes by.  
Well I'm tired of the fight, I've just got to let things go  
and I'm hoping I can find my peace with the rules of the road. 

I loved the way you touched, the half a smile, the secret looks.  
If I could turn back the time. If only time was all it took. 

Solo 

Maybe I've learned some things out here.  
So much of our own fate we choose  
and there's no road I've seen where anyone outruns the truth.  
 
Some just take what they have and see what's before their eyes.  
Some are haunted by time and every wish that passes by.  
Well I'm tired of the fight, I've just got to let things go  
and I'm hoping I can find my peace with the rules of the road. 

 



 

 

 
 
Nobody’s Following 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 
© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 

 
Lost and broken. Face down in it 
Windy white sand circling in confusion. 
Billions with you, tried to trust you 
Now they’ve crushed you and of all your delusions 
 
You thought you won it all. But when you lead by fear no one stays down very long 
and. . . 

In the end nobody’s following you. 

Some live in war and bombed out illusions. 
Kidnap a planet, melt it down and use it. 
Turn your eyes from all that’s dying 
Serve your self til its your own children crying. 

You thought you won it all.  
But your smile didn’t last long, just be careful when you fall, cause 

In the end nobody’s following you. 

Wave your flag for your religion 
Carve your maps up into your divisions 
Watch the soldiers multiplying 
Incite the angry  
till they don’t care you’re lying. 

Throw us out into the fog beyond truth  
In the end nobody’s following you.  
I’m leavin’ I’ll find my way alone. 
In the end nobody’s following. 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
A Whisper Can Change The World 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks  
© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 

 
Welcome to this war of mine, 
It started with a notion.  
Heart and mind a battlefield 
spreading across the ocean 
now. I try to silence the noise 
so I can hear your voice.  
Shouts are bound to fall                             
but a whisper can change the world.      
Have you seen a river burn? 
Smoke becomes emotions. 
Love becomes a dying world 
Lying in the open. 
Oh, hearts are the logic of man, 
while minds scream all they can. 
Shouts are bound to fall 
but a whisper can change the world.  
  
Interlude 
Welcome to an ancient place before this time of chaos.  
Minoan and pastel gods 
Standing here before us. 
There, silently showing the way 
Among these dreams we fake. 
Shouts are bound to fall 
but a whisper can change the world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

New York Journal 
music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks  

© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 
 

New York’s fabled night life wears no mask tonight 
Just an endless yellow blur of storey-ed lights 
Reaching up a thousand feet in the sky like anxious arms 
But I’m walking away 

And what drew me back here draws me to the dark inside 
Even tho I came to light another spark inside 
It’s time I stop fooling myself that New York’s a part of me 
It’s parting me. 

And I promise babe I won’t look back this time   
I can’t believe I was pulled away  
from you – but I’m leaving 

In a beat up cab with my bags jammed inside 
I take one more look at billboards framed in light 
They may as well be written by a thief 
Whose clever lies love to steal life. 

And I promise babe I won’t be back this way 
I can’t believe I had to go 
Sometimes it takes a lot to look inside 
Sometimes you just know - no 

Here at the airport your eyes call to me 
I’ll see them through the clouds beneath my feet 
I’ll see them and I’ll know that I truly have arrived 
Here on this last New York night   

And I promise babe I won’t look back this time      
I can’t believe I was pulled away  
from the love you gave me every day 
No need to pretend anymore  
I’m coming home. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Just the Rain 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 
© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 

 
Bend don’t break 
Change our fate                
When you see me here 
Melt right through 

Shine in this 
Wilderness.  
When I turn away    
Don’t believe what I say 
                                               
There’s a place you take me to                       
Where you pull me back to you again   
Don’t let go 
It’s just the rain 

Don’t let go 

Take these clouds 
Steal me me now 
‘cause I keep listening  
to the sky fall 

Far away 
Break of day 
Comes to waken me 
And its eyes are yours 

CH 

Don’t let go 
It’s just the rain 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
Never Stops 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 
© 1990 Marksland ASCAP 

 
We've been called back to Eden  
'cause we've done something wrong out here.  
We were supposed to learn something 
but we just multiplied the fear. 

I feel so bad now when I hold you in my arms  
'cause even back there I won't be your only one.  
There'll be some snake tempting you with everything he's got.  
I guess it never stops. 

We've been called back to Eden  
'cause someone out there's seen enough.  
New York in frenzied airless summertime  
burning bodies up. 

Or maybe it was just the hatred at every door.  
The old ones on the street wondering what life was for.  
Young ones like Cain himself, their minds tied up in knots.  
I guess it never stops. 

And I just want love to keep me alive through these crazy nights.  
When I ran before it did not get me anywhere.  
Nobody seemed to care if I survived or not.  
I guess it never stops.  
 
We've been recalled to Eden but somehow Eden's not the same.  
Ancient rainforest chopped down, strip mined,  
carried off in trains.  
 
We all know we're doing it as we tear down this place we're in.  
See it in board rooms as they divide their share of it.  
See it in classroom books with little lies built in.  
See fathers playing god, when children sin, they're shocked.  
I guess it never stops. 

 

 

 



 

 

Out of Nowhere 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 
© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 

 
Like a satellite looking over mountains wide.  
Or aurora lights flashing out of sky blue eyes 

She comes out of nowhere 
Lighting up the terrain.  
And out of nowhere I want to love her again. 

Like the endless sea she pulls at me from deep inside. 
When she cries she starts to laugh, when she laughs I want to cry. 

She comes out of nowhere 
And steals whatever remains of me 
But out of nowhere I want to love her again. 

Out of nowhere 

A star appears brightest light in the evening sky 
You reach out knowing it’s foolish to try.  
Other stars shine but you’re haunted by her golden fire, 
you’re left chasing only your own desire. 

There’s something deeper here I just can’t comprehend.  
I’ve run far away before, but she’s waiting at the end. 

She comes out of nowhere 
Redirecting my fate  
And out of nowhere I want to love her again.  

Out of nowhere 

Out of nowhere I want to love her again 
Out of nowhere I want to love her again 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
Big Sun 

written by Gary Marks © 2003 Marksland ASCAP 
 
I know you’ve been doing  
a lot of thinking about you.  
Painting the open sky  
with clouds of gray as you find them. 
 
But it’s time to wait, time to try  
a little bit of quiet this time 
 
Let’s stop playing games together.  
Let’s find our hearts untethered.  
Let’s walk into the world as one 
live life under the big sun  
   
Back when we put everything in the hands of love  
we could let it run, trust would come golden days inspired.  
Now we’ve filled our words with puzzles so rough  
 
but it’s time to wait, time to try  
to take it one step higher. 

Let’s stop playing games together.  
Let’s find our hearts untethered.  
Let’s walk into the world as one 
you and me under the big sun 
 
I’ve had to let go trying  
to work out the times we don’t work. 
Nothing you or I could  
turn into love could survive that 
 
Fall into the kiss  
wordlessness  
jumpstart love unremembered 

CH 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Looking Glass 

written by Gary Marks © 1988 Marksland ASCAP 
 

Their sun was wildflower yellow by day  
their moon would whisper and change its shape.  
Their planet was jewel-bright blue and green  
where wind would sculpt circles from everything. 

Many people soon were born. Like the clouds their souls  
were torn. In their minds a mysterious message was heard: 

All that is left for us in the end is a looking glass.  
All that we can ever know of freedom and the loneliness.  
The story unfolds by holding up the looking glass.  
What can we see? 

Sixty centuries came and went,  
the mirror was polished but looked at less.  
Some dared to sense beyond their skies,  
some believed fables that died with time. 

Changes came both fast and slow like a second hand  
while the hours go, like the ocean and bubbles of foam  
on the shore. They said: 

All that is left for us in the end is a looking glass.  
All that we can ever know of love and of the loneliness.  
The story unfolds by holding up the looking glass.  
What can we see? 

And now as I journey back to our land  
I can't help thinking we're much like them:  
space and time dotted with minds and hearts  
no one can ever see all the parts. 

All that is left for us in the end is a looking glass.  
All that we can ever know of freedom and the loneliness.  
The story unfolds by holding up the looking glass.  
That's what I see. 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
The Love We Take  

written by Gary Marks © 1988 Marksland ASCAP 
 
Your eyes or mine  
it doesn't really matter now.  
One heart aligned  
feeling strong and reaching out.  
   
I used to try to steal love  
I used to try to win a dream.  
   
All the love we take and hide away  
we swear does not get lost  
it's just all being saved  
but love has to be remade  
every day or it's over.  
   
City evening turns  
city eyes turn home again.  
Colors brown on gray  
coats and life pulled tightly in.  
   
Easy to retreat from love  
with no one else compelled to give. 

All the love we take and hide away  
we swear does not get lost  
it's just all being saved  
but love has to be remade  
every day or it's over. 

Why wait for the perfect time  
for the perfect within ourselves  
why wait so long to give and take love? 

All the love we take and hide away  
we swear does not get lost  
it's just all being saved  
but love has to be remade  
every day or it's over. 

. . . . Just got to give love away 



 

 

 
Wake 

written by Gary Marks © 2012 Marksland Entertainment 
 

We walked to the top of the wave                             
Touched the peak of the sunrise all ablaze 
Crazy blue floating down as we feel                        
The time like a pulse til we know it’s real                

Our colors shine     
Good morning stranger                                              
Time to wake   

We walk through the streets of our town 
Lights blurred and frozen from drops of rain 
Somehow the moon still appears     
Through the clouds and the wind and the winter years 

Time falls like snow     
Good morning coldness    
Time to wake    

We sit at the top of the stairs 
Looking out to the life that we tried to share    
And your eyes seem to swirl like the day   
That we met and you walked me into the waves 

Good morning night   
World starts to fade now   
Time to wake  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

No Turning Back 
written by Gary Marks © 2012 Marksland Entertainment 

 
Some of us fear the dark  
Some of us fear the light 
Someone needs to love, someone needs to be free to find 
love in their own time. 

Some never find their way 
They don’t know what they feel 
Don’t be one of them, don’t let them steal what’s yours this time.    
You know it’s all brand new. 

No Turning Back    
Take the chance if you know it’s true  
No Turning Back    
Illuminate what’s in front of you 
Ohh oh, accelerate and go 
No turning back 
 
Some of us wonder why until we never know 
Some of us wait for things that just won’t ever show 
Til we’re here, at war with the world  

No Turning Back    
Take the chance if you know it’s true 
No Turning Back    
Illuminate where we’re going to 
Oh oh, accelerate and go 
No turning back.   

Chaos flows on through  
I watch the colors turn to a shade of you 

Someday it all collides like it’s meant to be 
And when the atoms clear 
What’s left is you and me, close as a breath 
A dream of breathing together 

No Turning Back to the past if you know it’s true 
No Turning Back      
Illuminate what’s coming through 
Oh oh, accelerate and go  
No turning back 



 

 

 
Every Man 

written by Gary Marks © 1995 Marksland ASCAP 
 
For every man who still can smile 
there are ten whose hearts are miles away, 
many miles away 
 
For every man that remembers why 
to stay awake, ten barely stay alive; 
just stay alive 
 
Follow plans, meet demands, die and go to heaven. 
Follow plans, meet demands, die and go to heaven. 
 
For every man who drinks the air 
there are ten who drink to disappear 
til they disappear. 
 
For each man who works his dream 
there are ten thousand man machines 
told not to scream. 
 
Follow plans, meet demands, die and go to heaven. 
Follow plans, meet demands, die and go to heaven. 
 
Oh, out of the child we grow 
oh, losing the way we know ‘bout how to grow. 
 
For every man who still can feel 
a million more think thoughts are what is real, 
and they follow them. 
 
Follow plans, meet demands, die and go to heaven. 
Follow plans, meet demands, die and go to heaven. 
Oh, out of the child we grow 
 
oh, losing the way we know ‘bout how to grow 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Bountiful 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks and Theresa Marks  
© 2002 Marksland ASCAP 

If being open is a foreign thing  
then you just came for a piece of my peace of mind.  
And now you've shown me who you really are inside. 
Your words each night whispered fairy tales to us all  
 
Who do you love now?  
 
So much was given to us -- bountiful  
hearts crossed; star-crossed in every way, it seemed  
pink and grey, the sky is moving on.  
Their eyes will search every wind for you  
dusk to dawn  
 
Who do you love now?  
 
You think you’re free  
'cause you no longer have to hide.  
You sang to them as you tucked them in  
to your lies  
 
Who do you love now?  
 
Bountiful  
Bound to fall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Forget to Remember 
music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 

© 2009 Marksland ASCAP 
 

Live and learn. Give and burn. 
Every time I look behind me  
I see you’re still with me  
Even though the darkness came 
Long ago. 

Rips in sky. Closing eyes.  
Must move on, into nowhere. 
But I see you’re still with me  
Even though the darkness grows  
From long ago 

Can’t we forgive and forget?  
I haven’t found a better way  
To save us from ourselves. 
I know we’ve got to walk away 
But I can’t when I feel this way 
There has to be something good we can take away 

Electric night. Moon so wide.  
Eyes so blue. I can’t get over you. 
I imagine you’re with me  
Even tho the darkness came  
Long ago. 

Forgive and forget  
Or at least forget you. 
Forgive and forget  
find a place to be free. 
Forgive and forget  
So I can remember 
So I can remember 
So I can remember me 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Soulful Days 

music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks 
© 1998 Marksland ASCAP 

Don't ask me to say it's right,  
there's no need to tell you anything. 
Why talk of the love we share,  
it's easy to feel it, but it's rare that the words come alive.  
 
Cool as the wild summer sea, warm as the fires of twilight, 
steady through nights that fade  
and change with time to soulful days.  
 
By chance our lives crossed one day,  
now I often wonder where I'd be  
if all the mosaic paths that some call fate  
never brought your love to me.  
 
Green as the wild summer sea, red as the fires of twilight,  
steady through nights that fade  
and lead me here to soulful days.  
 
I can feel it. I know if I let go your touch will steal me again.  
I conceal it, but only long enough to remember  
that life without you wouldn't be  
 
cool as the wild summer sea, warm as the fires of twilight, 
steady through nights that fade  
and change with time to soulful days.  
 
And if the sea turns deep and cold, and if the night sweeps over us 

I've come to see that darkness can make love stronger by far -- 

it leads the way, and pulls us back, to soulful days. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Elemental Line 
written by Gary Marks © 1990 Marksland ASCAP 

 
Traveling up the big dark mountain we fear the longest fall.  
Sun rising in the valley. colors dawning bold, wind dies at my shoulder. 

And I've tried to feel home everywhere I go,  
but nothing seems to be open horizon of blue. 

Oh, the call is strong,  
the elemental line drawing me back deeper into you  
Racing straight through my heart  
leading me back home to you; home to you. 

For love of chance and complication, streaming colors all.  
A life of dreams whispered low,  
like windy strokes of paint, colors layered over. 

And I've tried to carry on, observe where I've gone  
and show my restless eyes yet still another view. 

But the call is so strong  
the elemental line sweeping me back deeper into you.  
Racing straight through my heart  
leading me back into you.  
Love that calls through the time  
drawing me back home to you; home to you. 

Solo 

Oh, but no one tumbles back to you  
no one stumbles back to you.  
It's a slow and graceful  
movement like a sail blown through the sea.  
 
And the call is so strong  
The elemental line  
drawing me back deeper into you. 
Racing straight through my heart  
leading me back into you.  
Love that calls through the time  
calling me back home to you. 
Home to you. 

 
 



 

 

Only Time Can Tell 
written by Gary Marks © 1985 Marksland ASCAP 

I am not the one you want babe,  
we'll have to leave to memories  
the love that could have grown. 

Searching inside to see you again,  
I see I could have loved you, I knew you in the end, oh time. 

Yes I remember the way you moved,  
walking so cool as we walked down the streets.  
And I remember so very well the day you said -  
with love and life, only time can tell. 

Pieces of the story fall out of place  
like ashes from a fire scattered with no trace. 

Things are never naturally kind, our eyes now look away  
to separate worlds in future time, oh time. 

But I remember you holding me 
loving away a snowy day.  
And I remember as you looked at me, you said - -  
in the end, love is honesty. 

So on we go, where our lives will take us  
darkness is sure to fall and fall away.  
Just one thing left to say - -  
baby I wish you well, I wish you love someday, in time. 

Yes I remember the way you moved,  
walking so cool as we walked down the streets.  
And I remember so very well the day you said - -  
with love and life, only time can tell. 

Only time can tell. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Words 

written by Gary Marks © 2012 Marksland Entertainment 
 
In a life of wandering never cross a diamond mine 
With too much money to burn                                                                 
Walking into hunted lands perilously blind 
You may find there’s just too much to learn 
Until you find yourself pleading  
                                                                                                  
No more words. No more words                       
They can’t help us escape 
Though we’ll never run out of things to say 
A place, a place   
Where no man is burdened anymore 
Wisdom comes only when we stop the war.  
  
Is freedom found anywhere? 
Is freedom everywhere? 
Oh yeah, another paradox alarm 
Frozen as the days fly like a painting in a frame 
We remain imprisoned by our own hand with the colors slowly changing 
  
No more words                                                                                                    
To define me 
To tell me all about my dreams.  
You know I’ll always dream of you anyway. 
Gimme sun, gimme love,  
Gimme messages from above 
Tell me ‘bout all the things that words can’t say 
  
“I love you” written down on a page without a kiss  
Only we endure a crazy fate like this     
Yeah words, swords, selling trinkets to the soul. 
Trying to find salvation while we fight the world. 
Hey love, an angel, with angels at your side   
Can you whisper something more than words this time 
Hey love, an angel, with angels at your side 
Can you whisper something more than words 
. . . this time. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

That's What They Call a Life 
music by Gary Marks, lyrics by Gary Marks  

© 2006 Marksland ASCAP 
I started in a cold state 
The golden state  
Where you have to grow alone. 

But one day I saw your face 
And I couldn’t turn away 
From that day on. 

I knew it would not, could not, last forever 
But one lifetime is good enough to start. 
And the hours always try so hard to steal the highs 
Erase the memories 
And leave us wondering why. 
But that’s what they call a life.       
   
I see your face has changed in little ways 
your eyes are stronger now 
when you look at me at night 

Over time my luck has changed 
Dreams fall into place 
And time just flies. 

Everyone says that love like this can’t last forever 
But one lifetime with you is good enough to start. 
And there’ll be shadows spinning madly trying to steal the sun 
Erase the love you gave 
Till I’m left with rainy nights.  
Hey, but that’s what they call a life. 

And there will be crazy days         
to blind my eyes and make me think 
what we felt was never real     
and believe all kinds of lies.  
Yeah, but that’s what they call a life. 

oh, that’s what they call a life.   

 

 

 



 

 

 
Wonderful Day to Run 

written by Gary Marks © 2003 Marksland ASCAP 
 

Everyone looks quite well fed  
but no one’s satisfied.  
All these circles in my head  
make me want to hide,  
and seek out borders free from deep inside this maze  
where I see your face again.  
   
It’s a wonderful day to run from the morning.  
It’s a wonderful day to pretend I belong somewhere.  
   
Nomads in a foreign land  
asking are we there yet.  
Every time I understand  
there’s nothing but a big gray jet  
flying off in open space in the opposite direction  
speeding back to where we’ve been. 

It’s a wonderful day to run from the morning.  
It’s a wonderful day to pretend I belong somewhere.  
 
I wander the streets we claimed  
I see some of the stars we named  
only I remain as daylight comes. 

It’s a wonderful day to run from the morning.  
It’s a wonderful day to pretend I belong somewhere.  
 
It’s a wonderful day to come to the dawning  
of a time when I can let go of the longing. 

 

 

 


